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Practice Question and Answer - Direct and indirect speech exercise is essential for candidates to ace the verbal ability section of any competitive exam.   The article aims to give direct and indirect questions and answers that are already asked in some or other exams and have a high chance of being
asked again.  Candidates preparing for various government exams should be aware that English is an important part of the curriculum of most exams such as RRB, SSC, Bank, LIC, etc.  Thus, candidates are encouraged to practice direct and indirect speech exercises given in the article to prepare well
and get good grades in the English section of these exams.  Direct and indirect question-and-answer speech for general English candidates will find 20 direct and indirect questions of speech and answers on this page. The clear direct and indirect speech of the candidates will be familiar with the diversity
and scope of the direct and indirect speeches of the questions asked at various government examinations.  Candidates will also be able to download direct and indirect questions and answers of speech in PDF format for convenient preparation. 20 Direct and indirect questions of speech and PDF
answers:-Download PDF here before heading to direct and indirect speech exercises candidates should make a quick revision of important rules for direct and indirect speech in this link.  To ace the verbal abilities of the section, it is important to have a clear conceptual knowledge of direct and indirect
speech, their use and application in English. Thus, candidates can go through the video on direct and indirect speech rules in English, below for better understanding- Direct and Indirect Speech Exercise Directions for question 1 to 20 - given the questions below are sentences in direct/indirect speech
along with four options. You should carefully read the questions of Direct and Indirect Speech and choose an option that expresses the same sentence in the speech back, i.e. indirect/direct speech: No.1. The designer told her: Will you have the dress ready for tomorrow evening? The designer asked her
if she would have the dress ready for next evening. The designer asked her what she would have the dress ready for next evening. The designer asked her what if she would like to have a dress by the next evening. The designer asked her that she be ready for the next evening. They said, 'Let's go in.'
They said they'd let them in. They asked me to let them in. They said if they were allowed in. They asked me to let them go. V.3. Meshma said to Prie, Why are you painting on the wall? Meshma asked Prius why she was drawing on the wall, Mesma asked Prius why she sketches on the wall. Meshma
asked Priyu why she was sketching on the wall. Jacob fell the way he wanted to, his father said. My father said Jacob fell the way he wanted to. The father said that Jacob had fallen as he wished. The father said that Jokob fell as he wanted. My father said Jacob fell the way he wanted. The question is:
5. Arya said to Tara, David will go to his mother tomorrow. Arya told Tara that David would go to his mother tomorrow. Ise told Tara that David was leaving for his mother the next day. Arya told Tara that David would go to his mother's next day. Arya told Tara that David would go to his mother the next
day. The professor said that no one could solve the problem. The professor said: No one can solve this problem. The professor said: No one can solve this problem Professor exclaimed: No one could solve this problem Professor exclaimed: No one can solve this problem? Applicants wishing to appear
on various state exams should check the following links: No. 7. She said, Why didn't you ask me for a friend? She asked me why I didn't send a friend a request to her She asked why I didn't send a friend a request to her. She asked why I didn't send a friend a request to her. She asked why I didn't send
a friend a request to her. The judge ordered them to bring the accused to court. The judge said: Call the accused in court. Judge ordered: Call the accused in the trial Judge team, Call the accused in court Judge told them: Call the accused in court. The instructor asked Ronnie if he was ready for the race.
Ronnie, are you ready to race?, the instructor asked. Are you ready to race Ronnie?, the instructor asked. Ronnie, ready to race? The instructor said. Ronnie, are you ready to race?, said the instructor. The manager told Sheher, Why didn't you attend the meeting yesterday? The manager asked Shehar
why he had not attended the meeting the day before. The manager asked Shehar why he had not attended the meeting the day before. The manager asked Shehar why he did not attend the meeting yesterday. I asked my sister if she had returned her mobile phone to her friend. I said to my sister: Did
you return your mobile phone to your friend? I said to my sister: Did you return your mobile phone to my friend? I said to my sister: Did you return your mobile phone to my friend? I asked my sister: Did you return your mobile phone to your friend? Check the relevant links below to assist in Preparation of
verbal ability of competitive exams: No 12. She asked the interviewer to repeat the question. She asked the interviewer, Please repeat the question, she told the interviewer, Could you repeat the question? She asked the interviewer: Could you repeat the question? Be calm and listen to my speech, she
said.  She said they should be calm and listen to her speech. She encouraged them to be calm and listen to her speech, she encouraged them to be calm and listen to her speech. She asked them to be calm and listen to her speech. Oreo said: Well, yes, you were right, and I was wrong. Oreo admitted I
was right, and he was wrong. Oreo admitted I was right, and he was wrong. Oreo admitted I was right, and he was wrong. Oreo said yes, you were right, and I was wrong. Stand still, the soldier told his men. The soldier told his men that they should stand still. The soldier told his men that they should
stand still.  The soldier urged his men to stand at ease The soldier ordered his men to stand at ease. V.16. The teacher told us that all the girls were playing in the garden. The teacher said, All the girls play in the garden. The teacher complained, All the girls play in the garden. The teacher said, All the girls
were playing in the garden. The teacher said, All the girls were playing in the garden. The guest said to them, Please give me a cup of coffee, the guest told them, please give me a cup of coffee. The guest asked them to give him a cup of coffee. The guest asked them to give him a cup of coffee. The
guest asked them to please give me a cup of coffee. Candidates can also check the links below to understand the concept of word formation in English and learn common words in English that are asked in most competitive exams-English Root Words Most asked English Vocabulary Words Candidates
can check the following references in practice and revision: No 18. You have to go to see the royal palace on a moonlit night, said the guide. The guide told us we should go see the royal palace on a moonlit night. The guide told us we would go see the royal palace on a moonlit night. The guide
suggested we go to see the royal palace on a moonlit night.  The guide suggested we go to see the royal palace on a moonlit night. Question 19. Police officers asked the man not to park his car there. The police department told the man: Don't park your car there. THE police asked the man: Don't park
your car there. The traffic police asked the man: Don't park your car here, the police department said, Don't park your car here. The question is: 20. Where are you going tomorrow, she said, In case I have to call you? she asked about his whereabouts the next day in case she had to call him. She asked
where he would be the next day in case she had to call him. She asked him where he would be the next day in case she had to call him. She told him where he was going to be tomorrow in case she had to call him.  Practice questions about direct and indirect speech to address these issues in the
English section of various competitive exams with relative ease.  Direct and Indirect Speech Exercise PDF:-Download PDF Here Direct and indirect speech questions and answers are asked in the form of error detection or sentence correction. Applicants can check important sentence correction
questions in this link.   Video - Direct and indirect speech in English grammar English matters ability less time and complexity than other sections. Candidates can master them with regular practice and revision. Here are some important English topics to help: For more information on these topics, visit the
English Language General Page for competitive exams.  Applicants preparing for various state exams can check conceptually-wise explanations of the various topics covered in the curriculum of other sections of the exams. The quantitative abilities of Syllabus Logical Reasoning Sillabus Candidates are
preparing for state exams can check the latest program of important exams below to work out a strategy for an effective study schedule: For further inquiries. Details or assistance in preparing BYJU's visit. BYJU's. indirect speech examples with answers pdf. direct and indirect speech examples with
answers. direct and indirect speech examples with answers in hindi. direct and indirect speech dialogue examples with answers. 50 examples of direct and indirect speech with answers. 30 examples of direct and indirect speech with answers. direct and indirect speech 20 examples with answers
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